Psychological Safety
Assessment of Psychological Safety and Team member Effectiveness
Psychological safety is defined as the ability to share your ideas to the team without fear of negative consequences. Our research was focused on finding the correlation between psychological safety and other teamwork outcomes such as conflict and cohesion. We tested this using extra sets of questions added to our peer
evaluation survey concerning the topics.
After testing the relationship of psychological safety with the perception of students from team outcomes
(conflict and cohesiveness) between both individuals and teams, we can conclude that there is significant
evidence that psychological safety questions can explain the conflict and cohesion in teams.
How Psychological Safety
Affects Classrooms
Instructors would like to facilitate teams
and find dysfunctional teams. Instructors
need to identify dysfunctional teams which
might have a conflict or do not have
enough cohesion. Then guide the teams to
address the issue as early as possible
In the CATME research team, we conducted two studies about psychological safety,
cohesion, satisfaction, and conflict. The
first study proved how much asking psychological safety question is useful for engineering instructors to find problems in
teams.
Based on our findings from the second
study, if teams have problem in at least
two sets of questions, there is a problem
in a team. We are suggesting asking four
sets of questions (Psychological safety,
cohesion, conflict, and, satisfaction). However, if instructors just want to ask one set
of questions psychological safety is a useful question to ask.
Using this strategy and analysis heuristics
potentially offers instructors using teams, a
way to focus more of their limited time and
energy on teams with problems that can
potentially be addressed in the academic
team. This can produce benefits for both
the students’ teamwork learning and for
the quality of the project results.

In individuals losing 1 point in the psychological safety
means decreasing of perception of students about cohesion
and increasing in the perception of conflict

In teams adding 1 point to the average psychological safety
of teams means increasing the cohesion and decreasing the
conflict in teams
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